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FGWIRL is an agricultural information service provider. Prior to working with BIF, the company had produced
some agricultural programmes aimed at promoting improved performance for farmers.
FGWIRL started working with BIF around October 2016. With the project’s support, ‘Farming World’ FGWIRL
was developed and aired live on Love FM and Armed Forces Radio FM in 2017. BIF introduced sponsors who
covered the cost of the programme and facilitated the airing of the programme on the two radio stations. The
programme was produced as a live show and ran for 13 weeks on both stations. Topics covered on the
programmes included maize production, inter cropping, agronomic practices, weather, storage, etc. Topics
were decided based on need, and what farmers wanted to talk about. The 30-minute programme was
segmented – with 10-minute focus on a topic, 10 minutes for phone-ins, and 10 minutes for discussions. The
programme was in pidgin, but occasionally had discussions in Hausa and Gbagyi.
For FGWIRL, the programme was beneficial in teaching the company to package live programmes. This was a
new skill, which will be beneficial for future productions. FGWIRL’s knowledge and understanding of farmers’
needs changed as a result of the programme, with increased understanding of the importance of marketing
skills and market access for farmers.
To ensure sustainability of future interventions in agricultural radio programming, the constraints around
sustainable funding must be addressed. Although BIF tried to address this by building the capacity of partners
to market programmes and attract sponsors, additional work needs to be done to ensure the right partners are
selected and suitable models are applied to each partner.
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